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INTRODUCTION
This report was originallY intended to evaluate three
historic sites within Capitol Reef National Monument:
Kiln, Grand Wash Dugout and Oyler Mine.

The Lime

It was decided later,

because of circumstances and the expansion of the area of
Capitol Reef from 39,000 to 215,000 acres by proclamation of
President Lyndon B. Johnson, to attempt a survey of the major
historic sites within the newly expanded area as well as other sites
in the old monument boundaries.

The primary goal of this

report is to determine the historical value and authenticity
of these sites and not to produce a final report on each one.
While preparing this study, done to fulfill the requirements of RSP CARE-H-2, many people aided me.

During the last

ten days of May I visited Capitol Reef National Monument and
was given all possible aid by the staff.

In addition they and

their wives treated me with the greatest hospitality during my
stay there.

For both I am exceedingly grateful.

I also wish

to thank ' Mrs. Della Dye, of the Utah Historical Society, who
provided excellent assistence during my work in Salt Lake City.
Frank B. Sarles read the manuscript before final typing,
and caught the many errors of style and grammar.
remain are mine and mine alone.

i

What errors

Finally, a word or appreciation to Charles Kelly or Salt
Lake City, historian and former National Park Service employee.
Mr. Kelly served as caretaker and Superintendent or Capitol
Reer National Monument rrom 1942 until 1959.

To Charles Kelly,

who was there first and showed the way, this report is sincerely and respectfully dedicated.
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Chapter 1
A Small Settlement Called Fruita
In June of 1873 Brigham Young, President of the Mormon
Church, sent George W. Bean, A. K. Thurber, and several others
to explore the country along the Fremont River and determine
its fitness for settlement.

They found the valley covered with

grass which promised fine grazing and good farming.

Two years

later Albert K. Thurber moved the Richfield Cooperative herd
into the valley for the summer.

Other cattlemen also brought

herds into the valley during 1875.

In 1876 settlement began.

During the next six years several settlements sprang up along
the Fremont as far east as Hanksville, 75 miles downstream
from Fremont, one of the earliest towns. l

Among these was the

small settlement of Fruita at the junction of Sulphur Creek
and the Fremont River.

In this small glen, walled in by the

high cliffs of Capitol Reef, was enough land to support less
than a dozen families.
In 1879 Franklin W. Young took a squatter's claim in this
area, but after remaining there a short time transferred it to

1. To establish the exact date of settlement of a given
town is difficult as often several cabins would be built near
each other before a townsite would be laid out. The first homes
were built at the later townsites of Fremont in 1876, at Loa
in 1878, Thurber (later Bicknell) in 1875, and Fruita in 1879.
C. Gregory Crampton, "Mormon Colonization in Southern Utah and
in Adjacent Parts o·f Arizona and Nevada, 1851-1900," (MS 1965),
pp. 218-19.
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Samuel Rogers.

Rogers passed the claim on to Niels Johnson,

who became the rirst permanent s ettler or Fruita. 2

In 1880

Johnson built a one-room cabin near the junction or Sulphur
Creek and the Fremont River.

He set out grape vines and rruit

trees and within two years was providing homemade wine to
cattlemen driving herds through Capitol Gorge. 3

His cabin

became an overnight stop ror travelers rrom the east and west.
In the years that rollowed, Johnson planted additional orchards
along the banks or the two streams.

During the San Juan gold

rush of 1892 he supplied hundreds . of prospectors who passed
through Capitol Reer with rresh and dried fruit, flour, meals,
lodging, whiskey and wine. 4

Johnson and his wire continued to

live in Fruita until his death.

In 1927 his wire, who had

remarried, sold a portion or the original homestead claimS

2. The exact dates or these transactions are not known.
Young may have arrived at Fruita in either 1878 or 1879 and the
transfer of his squatter claim took place sometime between then
and 1880. Most authorities seem to agree that in 1880 Johnson
established a homesite. A check or the county records at Loa,
county seat of Wayne County, shows that it was 1897 before the
rinal homestead patent was riled by Johnson.
3. Reminiscences or Howard Blackburn as told to Charles
Kelly, March 1, 1946, in "Writings of Charles Kelly," part of
the manuscript material at Capitol Reer National Monument. Hereafter cited as Kelly, ''Writings.'' Charles Kelly was caretaker and
superintendent of Capitol Reef National Monument rrom 1942-1959.
Howard Blackburn arrived in Wayne County at the age or 13 in 1879.
He and his family were in the cattle business until the middle
or this century.
4. Ibid.
5. The original homestead patent riled by Johnson on April
19, 1897, included the following land: W~~~ Section 14, the
~..Nw!.i Sectio.n 23, and the NE~ Section 22 in T29S R6E.
See
attached map of Fruita area.
2

to William Chesnut, who in turn sold it to his son, Clarence.
Clarence sold the land to the National Park Service.
The Johnson capin was located to the right of the road
that went south along the face of Capitol Reef and then through
Capitol Gorge to Notom and Caineville.

William Chesnut built

a two-story house on the land purchased from Mrs. Johnson and
the original cabin was some thirty feet to right and rear
(northwest) of the Chesnut house. 6

In the 1920s the homestead

cabin fell into ruins and disappeared.

In 1964 or 1965 the

William Chesnut home. was torn down by the National Park Service.
The job of destroying the house was done by Clarence Chesnut,
who lived there as a boy.

The site of Niels Johnson's home,

the first house in Fruita, is now a picnic area.
Because Fruita at an elevation of 5,418 feet is considerably
lower than the towns and settlements upstream, it enjoys a
milder climate.

This fact was not lost on the first Mormon

settlers in the small area.

There was only enough land to

support a few families, but they found the climate conducive

6. Clarence Chesnut, personal interview, Capitol Reef
National Monument, May 20, 1969, with author.
Mr. Chesnut, who
heads the maintenance crew at Capitol Reef, pointed out the
exact location of the Johnson cabin to the author. The legal
description of the location of the cabin would place it on the
line dividing the NW\ and SW\ SW\Sw\ Section 14 T29S R6E. The
location was substantiated by Howard Blackburn in his reminiscences (Kelly, "Writings") and in an interview with Charles
Kelly at Salt Lake City on May 26, 1969, by the author.
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to the cultivation or several varieties of hardy fruit.

It

was from the orchards that abounded along the river and between
the towering cliffs that the settlement took its name. 7
first orchards were planted by Niels Johnson.
planted additional groves of trees.

The

Other settlers

Pictures of Fruita taken

from the clifrs above the town during the 1930s show it to be
a green oasis of orchards.
Today the appearance is the same.

Some of the Iruit trees

have been removed to make way for camping and picnic areas, but
most of the groves remain.

Some

~re

operated by individuals

through an arrangement with the National Park Service, while
others have been incorporated into the camping area.

Here the

visitors are encouraged to pick the fruit they can use while
staying in the campground.

The continuation of the orchards

at Fruita should be a major goal of the National Park Service.
Their existence gave the settlement its name.

The planting of

trees was one of the first acts of the original settler in the
area.

In a land of little rain, sheer cliffs, and a desert of

low shrubs, the trees and orchards of Fruita provide a welcome
and refreshing change.

Finally, the opportunity to pick and eat

7. Originally called Junction, the name was changed
between 1900 and 1903. Anne Snow, Rainbow Views: A History
of Wayne County: (Springville, Utah, 1953), p. 275.
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the apples, peaches, and apricots that grow here provides the
visitor with a better understanding of the small settlement
called Fruita.
While the orchards of Fruita remained, the homes of the
families that made up the community have been torn down or,
in one case, modified to serve as park housing.

The Alma

Chesnut house to the east of the restored and refurnished Fruita
School is the last historic building in the settlement.

It

has been changed by several additions and now serves as a
park residence.
Guilt about 1885, it was used by several different families
during the first fifty years.

In May 1943 Charles Kelly,

custodian or caretaker at Capitol Reef National Monument, moved
into the Alma Chesnut house.
shape.

The building was in very poor

Kelly repaired the roof, which leaked badly, and re-

plastered the interior. 8

The structure contained three rooms.

It was built of 2 x 4 timbers set 16" apart, with the space
between filled with adob~ brick. 9

In addition to the main

house there was a shed, stable, a hog and cattle enclosure,

8. Charles Kelly, personal interview, Salt Lake City,
May 26, 1969, with author.
9.
Ibid. National Park Service Gentral Classified File,
1933-1949, National Monuments, Capitol Reef, National Archives,
Record Group 79.
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and a pit toilet.

An outside cistern with a capacity or riv e

thousand gallons provided the water, heat came from wood or
coal stoves, and light rrom gasoline lanterns. lO

A six-year-

old orchard contained 200 Hales Peach Trees, 25 Elberts Peaches
and about two dozen apple and apricot trees that yielded three
or four hundred bushels of peaches and one hundred bushels of
apples.

In 1951-52 a living room was added to the house on the

northeast side.

Since then other additions have radically

changed its original appearance.
The community of Fruita was linked to Hanksville and other
settlements to the east by two routes.

During the first rew

years the road from Torrey continued down Fremont Canyon, crossing
the river more than fifty times before emerging from the canyon
where Sandy Creek joins the Fremont River .

It was an extremely

difficult trail under the best of conditions and dangerous when
the river would suddenly rise because of cloudbursts.

After each

rain, sections of the road would have to be reestablished where
they had been washed out.
While this road was in use a number of settlements were
located between Fruita and Hanksville.

Settlers took possession

of the most desirable lands where the fertile river bottom could
be brought under irrigation.

As their numbers increased , names

were given to areas where settlement concentrated.

10.

Ibid.

One such

Electricity did not arrive at Fruita until

1948.
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community was Aldridge, stretching from the present eastern monument boundary to Sandy Creek.

It

lasted less than 15 years and

was abandoned when heavy rains and a shift in the river washed the
farm land away.

Today all that is left of the town are a few

ruined rock cabins.

Below Aldridge was Caineyille.

Here too

the diffic ulties of spring and summer floods, overgrazing, and
the increased runoff that led to erosion, plus a severe change
in the s tream bed, caused the population to move elsewhere.
Today there are only a few families living at Caineville.

Other

settlements between Caineville and Hanksville suffered the same
fate as Aldridge and were abandoned.
Because of the hardship of travel down the Fremont, a
second route through Capitol Reef was opened in 1884 by Elijah
Cutler Behunin.

This route ran south along the face of the

reef, turned east through Capitol Gorge, and rejoined the road
along the Fremont River near Sandy Creek.
road as he went along.
3~ miles.

Behunin cleared the

The first trip took eight days to cover

This route replaced the earlier road and, though

subject to cloudbursts and flash floods, became the major rQute
through Capitol Reef.
through Capitol Gorge.

In later years Utah Highway 24 went
It was used until 1962, when a new

modern highway down the Fremont Canyon was completed.

The

Capitol Gorge route was then closed to auto traffic by the
National Park Service.

It ' is now used as a · hiking trail and

leads to some of the most spectacular parts of the monument.

7

In addition to the several sites of historic interest in
the Fruita area that have been discussed above, there are
three which deserve ,a more detailed study.

These are the lime

kiln just south of Fruita, the Oyler Mine or Tunnel at the mouth
of Grand Wash, and the dugout above Grand Wash.

The lime kiln,

established shortly after the settlement of Fruita, provided the region with lime for use in construction of their
homes.

The Oyler Tunnel, first filed on in 1904 as a uranium

claim, played a key factor in the uranium mining boom that
encompassed Capitol Reef National Monument in the 1950s.
Grand Wash Dugout has traditionally been described an an overnight stop for members of the "wild Bunch" led by Butch Cassidy,
and other riders on the outlaw trail.
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Olapter 2
The Lime Kiln:

A Pioneer Industry

The growth of settlements along the Fremont River created
a demand for more permanent building materials.

Many settlers

used rocks from the nearby cliffs to build their homes.

Others

plastered or whitewashed the log cabins they had constructed.
Some of the early settlers added rooms onto their original
homes.

To fill this need, lime kilns were located at several

points along the valley.

Here the limestone rock of the cliffs

was turned into powder (calcium oxide) for mortar, plaster, and
whitewash.
One such kiln was located 3/10 of a mile south of the
Johnson cabin on the right side of the road through Capitol
Gorge. l
kiln.

A single small hill about 20 feet high served as the
A small cave about 15 feet in diameter had been dug

into the hill and a chimney cut through the top.

The exact

date when the kiln was first operated is not known, but
probably it was after 1890.

The last use was by Mr. Alfred

Ostberg in 1929 or 1930, and the lime produced was used during
construction of the Caineville School. 2

1. The kiln is located in the W~NW\NW~ Section 23 T29SR6E.
2. Clarence Chesnut, personal interview, Capitol Reef National
Monument, May 20, 1969. Mr. Chesnut placed it "toward the end
of the twenties" and identified Mr. Ostberg as the builder.
The school was built between 1928 and 1931.
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On December 31, 1927, the Wayne County School Hoard accepted
the bid of Mr. J. W. Tappen to bui ld a new school at Caineville.
The cost was to be .$ 2, SOO.

Tappen and Ostberg began work and

appeared before the school board periodically to ask for additional
advances of funds.

On June 30, 1928, Ostberg reported that

within two weeks all the stone would be dressed and on the
ground.

Sand, gravel, and cement would be delivered shortly.

A bill for lumber was presented on January 7, 1929.

On September

24, 1931, the building was reported completed by Ostberg and on
October 29 the school board accepted the building as satisfactory.3
The production of lime in a small kiln was simple in theory,
but a hard and demanding job in actual operation.

The first

step was to gather the limestone rock that was to be kilned.

A major source was on the relatively flat terrain south of the
kiln and near the mouth of Grand Wash. 4
from around the mouth

ox

Limestone was also collected

Sulphur Creek near the present visitor center. 5

3. Wayne County School Board Minutes, October 1921-February 1928 and March 1928-September 1940 in office of the Wayne
County Superintendent ox Schools, Bicknell, Utah. The school
was closed in 1948, but had not been used for several years
because of lack of students. Snow, Rainbow Views, p. 99.
4.
Clarence Chesnut, personal interview, Capitol Reef Nat.
Mon. May 20, 1969. The description of how the lime was made that
follows is based on Mr. Chesnut's explanation to the author.
Mr.
Chesnut, a man in his late fifties, saw the kiln being used and
talked to men who had worked this or other lime kilns.
He provided a vivid and detailed description of the entire operation
to the author.
.
5. Charles Kelly, personal interview, . Salt Lake City, May
26, 1969, with the author.
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The rocks were broken into 2"x4"x2"pieces and brought to the
kiln.

Meanwhile, the kiln was thoroughly cleaned to remove any

loose dirt or other ,impurities.
removed from the rocks.

Most of the dirt was also

The limestone rock was stacked around

the inside of the kiln wall to a height of six or eight feet
and built toward the center until all but a circular area in
the center of the kiln was filled with limestone.

It was

stacked loosely so that air could circulate through the mass of
rock.
Prior to and during the gathering of the lime, a large amount
of Pinon Pine was cut and brought to the site.

Once the kiln

had been filled to capacity with lime, a fire was built and
the hardest work began.

For seventy hours or nearly three

days, this fire was kept burning within the kiln, heating and
baking the limestone.

Innwnerable cords of pine were consumed

and the heat from the fire was intense.

The faces of the men

tending the fire were burned a deep red by the heat.

After

seventy hours the fire was quickly removed and the opening of
the kiln and the chimney' sealed shut.

The kiln remained sealed

for four or five days and then the men would return to finish
the job. 6

6. Clarence Chesnut asked one of the men who tended the
kiln why it would be sealed and left for several days since it
appeared that the fire and'intense heat would effectively dry
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They opened the top of the kiln by pulling the cap of the
chimney.

Then with crow bars or long iron poles they broke

down the stacked

l~estone

into powder or slake lime.

Wagons

with a tarpaulin in the bed were brought up and the front of
the kiln opened.

The powdered lime was loaded

~nto

the wagons

and taken to the site of the construction or to a point where
it would be stored for future use.

If filled to capacity, the

kiln would produce three or four wagon loads of lime. 7

After

all the lime was removed, ,the kiln would be resealed to prevent it
from becoming fouled by dirt.

It would be opened again when the

demand for lime necessitated the production of another batch.
The kiln is an example of pioneer industry and the ability
of the Mormon pioneers, and all pioneers, to improvise and
create what was needed, but not available.

In 1969 the lime

kiln was still in good condition and could be restored with little
effort.

A barrier in front and over the chimney would protect

the kiln from entrance, but provide the visitor with a view of
the interior.
use.

A simple interpretive device could explain its

Because of its importance as an example of a pioneer

industry and as a part of life on the Mormon frontier of southern
Utah, the Lime Kiln should be preserved.

the limestone out. He was told that even after seventy hours
there remained a core within many of the rocks that was still
hard.
During the four or five days while the kiln stood cooling
this core would be dried also.
7. Mro Chesnut estimated that this was about the same as
three or four " pickup trucks would carry.
12

Chapter 3
The Oyler Tunnel and Uranium Mining in
capitol Reef National Monument
During the first half of the 1950s a "uranium fever"
swept the United States.

Individuals bought and sold uranium

stocks in the big cities and gambled that the man or men they
were backing would find one of those fabulously rich veins of
uranium ore that was out there somewhere.

Much of the speculation

centered in the Four Corners area where the states of Arizona,
New

~1exico,

Colorado, and Utah meet.

rugged canyons, rocky mountains

a~d

Over the barren deserts,
high plains of the four

states swarmed an army of prospectors, each one hoping to
find his own bonanza of uranium.

For many there was bitter

disappointment, and frustration that this vast forbidding and
forboding land did not yield up its riches easily.

The search

for others led to death by thirst, by human error, or at the
hands of others who also searched.

And a few found the wealth

they sought, going from poverty and starvation to unmeasured
wealth and plenty in a matter of days or weeks.

Capitol Reef

National Monument on the northwestern periphery of this area ,
became involved in this scramble for wealth.
Uranium deposits in the capitol Reef area are associated
with plant remains in sandstone beds.

Two miles south of

Fruita at the mouth of Grand Wash are deposits of Triassic
rocks comprising three sanastone layers

13

tha~

contain fossil

On the only claim from which minerals have

plant remains.

been shipped, evidence or uranium minerals occurs in a lens
containing plant

mat~rial.

On

the opposite side of the wash,

the fossil material observed was mainly logs and contained
little uranium but considerable iron.

The second layer or

sandstone contains a few logs, but they are little mineralized.
The upper layer is loosely cemented and has many logs, some
three feet in diameter which are silicified with some carbonized
material and red and yellow minerals surrounding them. l
The first claim filed for uranium at the mouth of Grand
Wash was on November 30, 1901.

This claim, .filed by Thomas

~1.

Pritchett and H. J. McClellan, was known as the "Nightingale
Mining Claim."

How much work was done on it is not known.

In

January 1902 the "Little Jonnie" was filed in the same area by
Willard Pace, James Russell, and Allen Russell, and the minerals
listed were gold, silver and copper.
on this site.

Little or no work was done

Exactly two years later, on January 1, 1904,

Thomas E. Nixon and J. C. Sumner filed a uranium clajm at the
head (mouth) of Grand Wash and two miles south of the Fruita

1. B. S. Butler, Loughlin, Herkes, and others, "The Ore
Deposits of Utah," United States Geological Survey Professional
Paper I I I (Washington, 1920), p. 633.
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postoffice.

The claim measured 300 feet on either side of a

main lode vein and was 1,500 feet long.

Nixon and Sumner dug

two tunnels into the sandstone for a total distance of about
100 feet.

.

cla~m.

2

Nixon began but did not finish a stone house on the
Some ore was removed, but how much or the price it

brought is not known.
Nixon kept his title to the claim valid until at least
the fall of 1911.

On October 14 he sold a two-fifths interest

in the claim to Jacob Young of Marysville and T. J. Jukes of
Monroe, for the assessment work that they had done on the claim.
In addition to the claim, christened the "Government Gift," there
was a uranium mill site nearby and Nixon granted Young and Jukes
the same share in it.

Both were described as 2~ miles south

of Fruita at the head of Grand Wash and 250 yards east of the
county Wagon Road. 3

During the next 18 months the claim was

allowed to lapse, for on January 1, 1913, M. V. Oyler of Fruita
filed on the claim.

Since then, though it was filed on approx-

imately 75 times between 1913 and 1937, the area has borne the

2. Snow, Rainbow Views, p. 94; Charles Kelly, "History of
Uranium Mining in Capitol Reef National Monument," pp. 1 & 2,
Manuscript prepared December 1953 and sent to Dire ~ tor National
Park Service.
In File L3023, CARE, Accession No. 66A-23l, Box
228, at the Federal Records Center, Suitland, Maryland. Hereafter cited as Kelly," History of Uranium Mining," with file,
accession, box number and location. T. E. Nixon and J. C. Sumner
filed their locati.on notice, No. 1016, on January 19, 1904, at
Loa, the county seat of Wayne County. Wayne County Mining Records,
Book A, p. 346.
.
3.
Nixon's Quit Claim and deed to the mining claim can be
found in Wayne County Deeds, Book B, Deed 3958.
15

name oy ler Mine or Oyler Tunnel.
It is intriguing that a uranium mine would promote such
interest in the years before nuclear fusion and the atomic bomb
Only two uses have been suggested for the mineral removed from
the Oyler Mine.

The first can be called folklore and the other

folk medicine.
Nearly every uranium mine that was discovered or operated
during the first two decades of this century claims that its
ore was used by Madame Curie in the discovery of radium or in
her experiments.

The Oyler Mine is no exception.

On April

12, 1898, Madame Marie Curie announced that there was within
pitchblende an element more radioactive than uranium.

By

December she and her husband Pierre had identified the element
as radium.

Their problem was to gain enough radium to conduct

their experiments.

Through cooperation with the Austrian

government, the French scientists gained access to the pitchblende tailings at the St. Joachimsthal Mines.

Between 1898

and 1902 eleven metric tons of these tailings were sent to the
Curies.

Out or this 24,000 pounds of material they extracted

5.6 grams of pure radium, a supply that would seem to be ample
for their needs.

With this source close by, the use of

American deposits would appear to have been unnecessary.4

4.
p. 28.

Kathleen Bruyn, Uranium Country
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(Boulder, 1955),

After they isolated radium in 1902, the Curies continued to
work with this new material and made use of uranium ore from
the united States.
area of Colorado.

Most of this came from the Central City
That the Oyler or Nixon claim provided

uranium used by the CUries is in the realm of very remote
possibility.
The Oyler Mine had another connection with "medicine."
During part of the 1920s or 1930s there was a fad of grinding
up minerals, dissolving them in water, and drinking the mixture
as a cure for a wide and varied number of diseases and indispositions.
fad.

The owners of the tunnel became involved in this

Pieces of mineralized sandstone from the Oyler Tunnel

were worn in belts or waistbands to "cure" rheumatism or other
disorders.

Testimonials were printed and circulated and

several bags of the richer ore were sent to Salt Lake City to
be ground up for the manufacture of "medicine."

The fad

passed and another opportunity for wealth for the owners of
Oyler Mine went glimmering. 5
The uranium deposits along Capitol Reef and at the head of
Grand Wash were mentioned in several geological reports after
1920.

However the "tnore important deposits I-of uranium and

vanadium were7 apparently confined to the Plateau area of eastern

5. Snow, Rainbow Views, p. 95; Kelly, "History of Uranium
Mining," p. 3.
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utah and western Colorado."

In Utah the larger known deposits

were south of the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, and extended
from the San Rafael Swell eastward to the Colorado River and
south to the Henry Mountains. 6

A geological study of the

capitol Reef area described the mine as "the richest known
uranium deposit in the Capitol Reef area, but small in comparison with many uranium deposits on the Colorado Plateau.,,7
A report published in 1920 noted that the principal production
of uranium and vanadium "has been from the region around the
La

Sal Mountains, the San Rafael Swell, the Henry Mountains and

near Fruita in Rabbit Valley."S

Besides the less-than-encouraging

professional opinions of geologists, there was also the lack
of uses for uranium during the 1930s.
This did not deter those who filed on the Oyler Tunnel.
On

~2Y

26, 1937, J. R. Hoffman, Willard Christensen, H. O.

Barney, and O. V. Oiler (sic) recorded a claim called the Oiler
Tunnel located on the Grand Wash Lode two miles south of Fruita. 9

6. Butler et aI, "Ore Deposits of Utah," p. 152.
7. J. F. Smith, L. C. Huff, N. Hinrichs, and R. Luedke,
"Geology of the Capitol Reef Area, Wayne and Garfield Counties,
Utah," USGS Professional Paper Number 363 (Washington, 1963),
p. 73. There is considerable literature, published during the
1950s and early 1960s on geology and uranium in Utah, but with
the exception of the above, no mention is made of the Oyler Mine
as a SOurce of the mineral.
S. Butler et aI, "Ore Deposits of Utah, tr p. 145. Eight
pages farther on, the report notes that these areas have not
been commercially exploited~
9. Wayne County Mining Records Book E, p. 540.
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At the time there were several other claims in the same vicinity,
held mostly by residents of the immediate area.

On August 2,

1937, Capitol Reef National Monument was established.

The

monument boundaries included the mouth of Grand Wash and the
oyler Mine.

The National Park Service moved to gain title to

these and all other mining claims within the boundaries of
the monument either by purchase or through condemnation.
In 1941 the National Park Service requested the Commissioner
of the General Land Office to evaluate the validity of the
mining claims located within the monument.

Mr. Walter Koch

investigated the claims and in a report dated October 8, 1941,
reported that the land was non-mineral in character and no
minerals had been found within the claims in sufficient quantity
to constitute a valid discovery.
be declared null and void.

Koch recommended the claims

Fred W. Johnson, Commissioner of

the General Land Office, supported this decision and declared
the claims canceled on November 25, 1941.

In the first week of

December the claimants were sent notice of this decision and
given thirty days to file a written or printed contest of the
action in the Salt Lake City Office of the G. L. O.

On February

5, 1942, it was noted that no replies had been received to the
notifications sent out approximately two months earlier.

Among

thOse notified who did not respond were the four men listed
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as owners of the Oyler (Oiler) mine. lO

Commissioner Johnson,

on October 7, 1942, noted the failure of the owners of the
oyler Tunnel and the .other claims to file replies denying the
charges and noted that this was taken as an admission by them
that the evaluation of the claims was correct.

For this reason

he declared all the claims null and void. II
Nothing more occurred regarding the Oyler Tunnel until
nearly seven years later.

On June 15, 1949, Christensen,

Barney, Hoffman, and Oyler appealed the decision of the General
Land Office canceling their claim.

Through their attorney,

Merril H. Larsen, they contended that the land was mineral in
character and minerals were present in sufficient quantity
to constitute a valid discovery.

The Bureau of Land

~lanagement,

formerly the General Land Office, denied the appeal on July 18

10. The usual spelling of the name is Oyler, but in some
of the legal documents it appears as Oiler. For purposes of
this report the former and more common spelling will be used.
The term tunnel and mine will be used interchangeably.
11. The background leading upto the condemnation of the
Oyler Tunnel and its return to the National Park Service was
taken from material in File L3023 CARE, Accession No. 63A-16Q,
Box 25, Federal Records Genter, Suitland, Maryland. Major
sources within this file were List of Documents accompanying
letter dated June 1, 1951, from H. Byron Mock, Regional
Administrator BLM, Salt Lake City to Merritt Barton, Regional Counsel,
NPS, Santa Fe, and a letter from Hillory Tolson, Acting Director,
NPS, Washington, to Repre£entative Reva Beck Bosone,
February 8, 1952.
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on the basis that Christensen et al had not filed an appeal of
the November 1941 decision with the thirty days allotted.
Christensen took the case t~ t he Secretary of the Interior
and stated that he and the others tried to orally refute the
evaluation of the General Land Office during the thirty days
allowed, but were rebuffed.
of this contention.

They could offer no evidence

The Secretary of Interior on March 7, 1950,

refused their request for a hearing.

On May 31 suit was filed

in the United States District court for the District of Utah
by Christensen and the others.

In this suit they repeated

their earlier contentions that they had orally appealed the
decision of the General Land Office, and that the claims were
mineral in character.

To this they added the statement that

they had tried on four other occasions

spring of 1943,

summer of 1945, and spring and fall of 1948 -- to verbally
present their evidence to the officials of the G. L. O. or
Bureau of Land Management.

On each occasion they were rebuf£ed~

It was spring of 1949 before the four men learned, through
their attorney, that the appeals had to be written.

The U. S.

Attorney filed a motion to dismiss the case and on August 24,
1950, the case was dismissed by Judge Willis W. Ritter.
The legal battle continued through the remainder ot lySO
and culminated in an appeal to the Supreme Court by the
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Christensen interests, who charged that the District COurt had
erred in denying their other motions.

This was also denied

by Judge Ritter. 12 . With this the three plaintiffs -- Christensen,

Barney and Hoffman -- drGPped legal action temporarily.13
While Christensen and his friends were fighting in the
cour~

to regain control of the Oyler Mine or Tunnel, Mrs.

Emma Osborn of Torrey, Utah,wrote to the Secretary of Interior
in February 1950 about regaining rights to an uranium mine
located by her deceased father in 1905.
was answered and the legal

statu~

In March her letter

of Capitol Reef and reasons

for prohibiting mining within the area were explained in detail. 14
On October 9, Mrs. Riley P. Osborn wrote to the National Park
Service about a permit to work some valuable uranium ore in
Capitol Reef National Monument.

She described it as "one

of the richest deposits of uranium ore now existing in the
United States."

The letter was sent to the regional office of

12.
Ibid.
13. The name of O. V. Oyler does not appear on any of the
legal documents included in Mock's letter of June 1, 1951,
after the appeal to the Secretary of Interior in late 1949 or
early 1950.
14. Jackson E. Price, Chief COunsel, National Park Service,
to Mrs. Emma Osborn, Washington, March 6, 1950. File L3023
CA~E, Acc. No. 63A-166, Box 25, Federal Records Center,
SULt1and, Maryland.
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the Park Service at Santa Fe for an answer.

On January 2, 1951,

Mrs. Osborn's letter was answered and her request to mine the
ore denied. 15
By 1951 the Government was vitally interested in developing
a stockpile of uranium and was tapping every possible source
to fulfill this need.

On February 19 Gordon Dean, Chairman

of the Atomic Energy Commission, wrote to the Secretary of the

Interior about the "potential importance" of copper-uranium
deposits in the sandstone beds of the Triassic age in Capitol
Reef National Monument and especially in the vincinity of the
Oyler Tunnel:
The grade of uranium-bearing material in
the vicinity of the "Oiler Tunnel" is such
as to cause us to believe, in light of our
experience with development of similar
deposits elsewhere, that appropriate work
in this area might disclose an important
uranium deposit.
In addition we believe
thorough prospecting and exploration of
the favorable formations in this area may
disclose similar deposits.1 6
Dean went on to note the requirements of national security
make it necessary to develop fully domestic sources of the
mineral.

He indicated that the Atomic Energy Commission would

15. The two Mrs. Osborns were the same person and this was
noted in the letter. The Assistant Regional Director enclosed
a cOpy of Jackson Price's letter to Mrs. Emma Osborn as further
explanation.
Ibid.
16 Gordon Dean to Oscar L. Chapman, Washington, February 19,
1951. Ibid.
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attempt to provide all the protection possible to the area
during the mining operations.
A month later Assistant .Secretary or Interior Dale E. Doty
replied to Dean's letter and stressed the need for protection
of Capitol Reef and minimum disturbance of the natural landscape.
The overwhelming factor in opening the area to uranium prospecting
and mining was concern for the nation's welfare and national
security.

The National Park Service would meet with represent-

atives of the Atomic Energy Commission to draw up a special use
permit for removal of uranium bearing ore within the Monument. 17
During the next ten months representatives of the two
agencies met and drew up a special use permit to run for seven
years.

The AEC agreed to submit all contracts for the removal

of ore to the National Park Service for approval, ano to build
only the roads, trails and buildings necessary to the removal
or uranium ore.

At the conclusion of the permit they would

remove all buildings, cover over all mine shafts or drill holes,
and pay 10 percent of all profits made from ore removed from
capitol Reef to the National Park Service. 18

On February 19, 1952,

17. Dale E. Doty to Gordon Dean, Washington, March 27,
Ibid.
18 0 Special Use Permit, February 1952, between the Atomic
Energy Commission and the National Park Service.
Ibid.
1951.
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the Atomic Energy Commission accepted the conditions of the
permit.
While negotiati,o ns were still in progress between the two
agencies, Willard Christensen, J. R. Hoffman, and two other
men arrived at Capitol Reef National Monument and moved onto
the Oyler Tunnel claim on May 10, 1951.
mining operations.

They prepared to begin

The Park Superintendent, Charles Kelly,

informed them that since the area was now within the Monument
it could not be mined.

Christensen argued that the claim was

still valid and since it contained valuable minerals should
not have been included in the monument. 19

The Christensen

party camped on the ground for four days and then departed on
May 14 without beginning to mine, but indicated they would
return shortly.

On May 20 they were back and this time con-

fined their activities to moving over the area of the Oyler
Tunnel with a Geiger counter.

Soon afterward, they left again.

The United States Attorney General and the U. S. attorney in
Salt Lake City were both informed ox the first trespass on
May 10 and preparations were made to charge Christensen and the
others with trespass on Federal property if they had persisted.
With their departure, such action was held in abeyance.

19.

Kelly, "History of Uranium Mining."
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The May foray by Christensen, Hoffman, and others was
followed by more than half a year of inactivity.20

In January

1952, United States Representative Reva Beck Bosone wrote to
the Director of the National Park Service on behalf of Willard
Christensen in regard to his claim on the Oyler lvtine.

The

answer by the National Park Service reviewed the entire case
and noted that steps were being taken to issue the Atomic
Energy Commission a permit to remove uranium deposits from
the Monument where they existed in sufficient quantity.21
The news that Capitol Reef National Monument was to be
opened to uranium prospecting and mining sent Christensen,
Hoffman, and others into a new spasm of activity to secure
rights to the area at the head of Grand Wash for themselves.
The terms of the special use permit provided that the Atomic
Energy Commission should issue permits for prospecting and
contracts for extraction of uranium ore.

The National Park

Service thus turned the demands of the Christensen group
over to the Atomic Energy Commission.

On May 18, 1952, news

of the opening of the Monument to uranium prospecting was

20. Scott Matheson, U. S. Attorney, Salt Lake City, to
Attorney General, Washington, Salt Lake City, December 4, 1951.
File L3023, CARE, Acc. No. 63A-166, Box 25, Fed. Rec. Center,
Suitland.
21. Hillory Tolson to Reva Beck Bosone, Hashington,
February 8, 1952. . Ibid.
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released.

A month after the announcement, the AEC had not

issued any permits to explore for uranium within the boundaries
of capitol Reef National Monument.

However, the fame of the

rumored riches of the Oyler Tunnel lode had prompted 37
different applicants for that site.

The AEC withdrew an

eighty-acre area, including the Oyler Tunnel, from entry
pending a decision on how to award prospecting permits. 22
The withdrawal of the site from prospecting may have
spurred Willard Christensen to write to the President of the
united States on June 20.

Mr. Christensen noted all the

problems he had had gaining possession of his "high grade
runamaun L-sicJ mine."

The letter was referred to the

National Park Service for an answer and in a brief note that
agency expressed regrets that he was reluctant to accept the
decision that his claim was invalid. 23
In mid-February of 1953 the AEC mailed out 35 prospecting
permits for the Capitol Reef area, but excluded from entry
an eighty-acre tract that included the Oyler Tunnel.

Those

who made use of their permits found evidence of uranium outside

22. Charles A. Richey, Chief of Lands, NPS, to Acting
Director, NPS, Washington, June 24, 1952. Ibid.
23. Christensen's letter of June 20 and the reply of
the National Park Service on July 8, 1952, are both in
File L3023.
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of the oyler ~rac~ very sparse.

reI1lova 1

Of

By June, five contracts for

ore had been granted. 24

Three of these had lapsed

because no work had . been done by the contractor, one was active

and the fifth had not been signed. 25

been removed from any of the five.

No commercial ore had

During the last half of

1953 prospectors continued to visit the Monument, but none of
them found ore in commercial

quan~ities.

The only major source

of uranium appeared to be the Oyler Tunnel which was still held

in reserve by the Atomic Energy Commission.
On January 25, 1954,

Willar~

Christensen, H. O. Barney,

J. R. Hoffman, and O. V. Oyler filed suit in District Court to

recover their rights to various mining claims including the
Oyler Tunnel.

In September the case was dismissed on the

grounds that suit was brought against the United States, which
had not consented to be sued.

In January 1955 the same indi-

viduals brought suit again to regain the same property.

This

time the hearings lasted two days and Judge Willis W. Ritter

24. A contract for extraction of uranium ores was granted
if the prospector found what appeared to be evidence of a vein
of uranium. The contractor was to begin work within thirty days
of issuance of contract.
25. Supt. Charles Kell~ Capitol Reef NM, to Supt., Zion
National Park, Torrey, Utah, June 10, 1953. File L3023 CARE,
Acc. No. 63A-166, Box 25.
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dismissed the suit once again.

The four appealed the decision

to the court of Appeals in Denver.
supt. Charles Kelly on October 13, 1954, wrote to the
Regional Director at Santa Fe and recommended that the agreement between the National Park Service and the Atomic Energy
Commission be canceled.

His reason was that all the contracts

but one had lapsed and nothing of worth had been found after
considerable prospecting and tunneling.

Kelly's suggestion

to terminate the permit as of February 20, 1955, began a process
that was to lead to stopping the . issuance of prospecting permits
in r.1ay 1955.

Because these permits were good for one year,

the last prospectors were gone from the Monument by May 1956.
Ore extraction contracts continued to be issued, but only for
one year periods.

In the press release announcing the end of

prospecting permits the AEC noted the failure to develop
"commercial uranium ore within the Monument during the period
of operation under the prospecting permit system."

Except for

the Oyler Tunnel, described as tta relatively small deposit,"
no commercial uranium deposits had been discovered. 26

26. COrrespondence regarding the cessation o'f prospecting
and the press release issued by the AEC can be found in File
L3023 CARE, Ace. No. 66A-23l, Box 228 for the period from
October 1954 to August 1955.
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Even if it was a relatively small deposit in the eyes of
the Atomic Energy Commission, the claimants to the Oyler Tunnel
still wanted it back,.

When J\,1dge Ritter dismissed their suit

on the Oyler Tunnel ,in January 1955, they shifted their aim
to two other claims in the same area, the Yellow Joe and
Yellow Canary.

Investigation by the National Park Service,

prompted by a letter from O. H. Matthews, lawyer for O. V.
Barney and Willard Christensen, revealed that neither o:f tbese
claims located in 1934 had been nullified in 1941-42.

The

Bureau of Land Management agreed to begin adverse proceedings
against the two claims, but until a decision was rendered the
owners were free to work them. 27

These two claims, just to the

south of the Oyler Tunnel, lay below a caprock :formation.

If

they were mined, the formation would be destroyed and a
permanent scar placed on a scenic area or the monument.

Super-

intendent Kelly's :first angry reaction was to forbid Barney
and Christensen the right to mine, but the law was on their
side.

The only option le:ft to the National Park Service was

to condemn the property and pay the valuation established in ,
the condemnation hearings. 28

27. Director, BLM, to Director, NPS, Washington, May 16,
Ibid.
28. Acting Regional Director, NPS, Santa Fe, June 13,
1955. Ibid.
1955.
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The National Park Service hoped that condemnation with
promise of payment would deter Christensen and Barney from
beginning work.

It did not.

On June 20, 1955, they began

removing ore from the two claims.

With this the National

park Service decided not to attempt purchase of the property,
since the scenic values they hoped to protect had been destroyed.
On June 24, the 3LM began adverse proceedings against the

Yellow Joe and Yellow Canary, charging they were non-mineral
in character and that the locators had not made a valid discovery prior to the establishment of the Monument. 29
There was some activity during the remainder of the summer
and into the fall, activity that the National Park Service and
its representatives were unable to stop as the wheels of justice
ground slowly toward a hearing on the validity of the two claims.
On the morning of November 1, Superintendent Kelly discovered
that H. O. Matthews of Salt Lake City, one-third owner of the
two claims, had begun work in the Oyler Tunnel.

Matthews

claimed that a new survey of the Yellow Joe showed it extending
240 feet into the Oyler Tunnel claim.

By November 1, Matthe~s

had over 200 sacks of ore ready for shipment. 30

Efforts to gain

Director, BLM, to Director, NPS, Washington, J~ne 24,
Ibid.
30. Statement of Charles Kelly dated December 10, 1955,
describing briefly' the history of the Oyler Tunnel and in more
detail the events of the previous six months.
Ibid.

29.

1955.
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an injunction were not sucessful, and mining continued in the
oyler Tunnel for a short time, then ceased.
the situation was

mu~h

ny February 1956

as it had been earlier.

The Yellow Joe

claim was being worked, considerable destruction of the scenery
had occurred, and the National Park Service was awaiting the
result of the Bureau of Land Management's adverse proceedings.
On March 23 a hearings officer for the Bureau of Land Management,
after evaluating arguments by both the United States and the
Christensen group, declared the Yellow Canary Claim to be
valid and the Yellow Joe to be null and void. 3l
Lawyer Matthews immediately filed an appeal of this
decision.

A year and five months later the Director of the

Bureau of Land

~~nagement

petition for a rehearing.

dismissed the appeal and denied the
Matthews appealed the decision

ox

August 13, 1957, to the Secretary of Interior, and on May 14,
1958, the Secretary of the Interior affirmed the decision of

the Director of the Bureau of Land

~~nagement

Yellow Joe Claim to be null and void.

declaring the

This decision was

appealed by Matthews to the U. S. District Court for the
District of Columbia. 32

31. Decision Contest Nos o 7776 and 7777 involving the
Yellow Joe and Yellow canary Lode Mining Claims, March 23,
1956.
Ibid.
32. The journey along the legal highways and byways by
Mr. Matthews and his clients, Christensen, Barney and Hoffman,
etc., will be terminated here. The status of the Yellow Joe
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Though Christensen, Barney, and Matthews had shifted their goals
slightly in the three years after 1955, the lure of the Oyler Mine
had not been forgotten by others.

On June 19, 1958, Oora Smith,

daughter of O. V. Oyler, filed a petition 33 requesting that the
decision of October 1942 by the General Land Office be set aside.
Her reasons were as follows:

On October 7, 1957, her mother had

given her a quit claim deed to the Oyler Tunnel claim.

Upon

checking the records of the action of the Genral Land Office she
discovered that her mother (Olivia Vera Oyler) had never been
notified of the proceedings to declare the Oyler Tunnel null and
void. 34

Failure to notify her thus made the action of the Government

without merit.
On October 24 the petition for a hearing to set aside the action
of the General Land Office was denied. 35

A search of the records

revealed no birth certificate for Olivia Vera Oyler, but genealogical
records of the L. D. S. church, Torrey Ward, Utah, lists the ture
name of the mother of Cora Smith as Elvira Olivia Oyler.

No

evidence was found to substantiate the claim that Elvira Olivia
Oyler was known as O. V. or Olivia Vera Oyler.

In an affidavit

mining claim as determined by the BLM was apparently . upheld
through subsequent appeals. During the 1960s the Yellow Canary
Claim was challenged by the Government and in 1967 or 1968 it too
was declared null and void and reverted to the National Park Service.
By 1969 the cases involving claims at the mouth of Grand Wash had
all been closed.
33.
File L3023 CARE, Acc. No. 66A-231, Box 228, Federal
Records Center, Suitland, Maryland.
34. The notices sent out:in December 1941 went to H. O.
Barney, Willard Christensen, J. R. Hoffman, and M. V. Oyler. The
location notice filed Loa, Utah, in Book E of Mining Records, p.
540, shows the first three men plus O. V. Oyler as the locators.
35. File L3023 Q\RE, Acc. No. 66A-231, Box 228, Fed. Rec.
Center, Suitland, Maryland.
33

stated that he contacted M. V. (Michael V.) Oyler and Oyler
stated that he was one of the locators of the claim, although
his name was misspelled on th.e notice of 10cation. 36

Koch

also testified that on March 18, 1953, Cora Smithts mother
told him (Koch) that her full and correct name was Elvira
Olivia Oyler.

All this indicated that M. Vo Oyler was the

co-locator of the claim.

The answer to Cora Smithts petition

goes on to note that on Ha·r ch 31, 1950, in a petition filed by
Christensen, Hoffman, and Barney, it is stated that O. V. Oyler

is deceased.

In 1950 M. V. Oyler was deceased, but Elvira

Olivia Oyler was still alive; thus it is quite clear to whom
Christensen and the others were referring.

For these reasons

the petition was denied.
This marked the last attempt to regain possession of the
Oyler Tunnel.

By the end of the decade the uranium boom was

tapering off and needs of the Government were being supplied by
the rich lodes of the four corners area.

In February 1959 the

special use permit issued to the Atomic Energy Commission
expired.

The Commission requested the National Park Service. to

submit a list of costs incurred and an estimate of funds required

36. Michael V. Oyler was the father of Cora Smith and
husband of Elvira O. Oyler. The confusion of these names has
continued to the present. In primary and secondary sources used
by the author in preparing the report the initials of the colocator of the Oyler Tunner has been given as O. V., M. V.,
and V. O. Oyler. The full names listed included O. Valentine,
Michael V., and Valentine 0., and Vera O. Oyler.
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to return the area as near natural conditions as possible.

On

February 27, 1959, these estimates were submitted after inspection
of the area by NPS

~ersonnel.

During March the estimate was

forwarded to the Atomic Energy Commission and arrangements were
made to pay the $13,500.

In June, however, the ABC wrote to

the National Park Service noting a ruling by the Comptroller
General that barred payment of funds by one government agency
to another.

The National Park Service completed the required

work in early July.37

With the expiration or the special

Use Permit, the story of Capitol Reef National Monument,
uranium mining, and the search for bonanza wealth was concluded. 38
The future, however, may hold more problems.

In January

1969, CapitOl Reef National Monument was increased more than
five times in size.

Within the proposed now boundaries are

many mining claims.

This writer also learned that many new

mining claims had been filed in the area during the first five
months of 1969.

There may be another series of battles in the

years ahead.

37. The correspondence relating to the expiration of the
permit and the repair of damage can be found in File L3023 CARE,
Acc. No. 66A-231, Box 228, Fed. Rec. Center, Suitland, Maryland.
38. The extent of the bonanza contained within the
boundaries of Capitol Reef National Monument can be seen from
the 10 per cent royalties received by the National Park Service
on all ore removed from Capitol Reef. The total amount was
$13.50. Charles Kelly, personal interview, Salt Lake City,
May 26, 1969.

•
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Today the evidence of mining is still visible in the
Monument.

Time, however, is doing its work and the land is

slowly returning to normal.

,The Oyler Tunnel at the mouth of

Grand Wash remains, as do the ruins of two small stone buildings.
One of these may be the house begun by Tom Nixon during the
first decade of the century and the other a horse corral built
by one of the many groups that worked the mine prior to 1937. 40

As the first uranium mine in the capitol Reef area and, as it
turned out, the only major source in the entire monument, the
tunnel site is worth keeping.

It was the presence of the Oyler

Tunnel that convinced the AEC there was enough uranium within
Capitol Reef National Monument to call upon the National Park
Service to open the area for uranium prospecting in the name
of "national defense."

40.

Ibid.
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Chapter 4
Butch Cassidy, The Wild Bunch,
and a DUgout on Grand Wash

George Cassidy
small

bun~h,

~ad

stolen some horses.

It was only a

but the owner, Jim Kittleman, still did not approve

and swore out a warrant.

Two officers followed the trail and

soon caught up with George and the horses.

They placed him

under arrest, slapped a pair of handcuffs on him, and started
back toward Circleville, Utah.
contrite, even docile.

The young man seemed properly

At noon the officers stopped for lunch

and George, still shackled, watched the preparations with
interest.

One of the lawmen went to a creek for water, while

the other moved about, gathering fireWOOd.

Suddenly the young

captive gave the deputy bending over the £ire a sudden push
with his foot and seized his gun.

He quickly covered the

other man returning from the creek, disarmed him, secured the
keys, unlOcked the handcuffs, mounted his horse, and left,
driving the stolen horses and the officers' mounts ahead of
him.

Unmounted and unarmed, the deputies faced a thirty-mile

walk to town over the high dry desert.

Suddenly George Cassidy

reappeared and handed each officer his canteen, then rode off
with his horse herd.
This episode is typical of the outlaw career of George
Cassidy, later known as Butch Cassidy, the leader of the Wild Bunch. l

1. The narrative that follows is taken entirely from Charles
Kelly, The Outlaw Trail: A History of Butch Cassidy and his Wild
Bunch (New York, 1959). This is the most scholarly work on Cassidy
and his acquaintances.
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He had been christened George Leroy Parker when he was born in
1897.

His family moved to a ranch twelve miles south of

Circleville when Geo,r ge was still a young boy.

The ranch had

been the headquarters of a band of horse thieves and cattle
rustlers.

One of the more active members of the gang, Mike

Cassidy, remained as a cowhand after Maximillian Parker, George's
father, bought the ranch.

Other members of the group would

stop at the Parker ranch as they passed through the country
on various errands.

From these teachers young George Parker

quickly learned the fine points of rustling and horse stealing.
His special hero was Mike cassidy.
Mike did not stop his cattle-gathering activities even
after the gang broke up.

He soon found himself with a herd

too large to be held in the breaks along the plateaus south of
the ranch.

He needed assistance in moving the cattle east to the

Henry Mountains and hired George Parker, now a stocky young man,
to help him.

The section of the Henry Mountains where he took

the cattle was later made famous as Robber's Roost.

Shortly

after this, Mike found himself in difficulty with the law and
left the region.

He left behind his name, which young Mr.

Parker appropriated to become George Cassidy.

The appellation

"Butch" came later.
After George cassidy escaped with the herd of horses, he
left Circle Valley for a while and went to Telluride, Colorado,
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where he worked packing high-grade ore down the mountains on
mules.

Horse racing helped pass the time, and during one such

race Cassidy met

Ma~t

Warner, an apprentice outlaw.

This meeting

developed into a friendship and an introduction to warner's
brother-in-law, Tom McCarty, a full-fledged rustler and robber.
Matt Warner had taken part in a few escapades and Butch was a
horse thief.

On

These three decided to rob a Telluride bank.

June 24, 1889, the three entered the San Miguel Valley Bank and
left with $10,500.

They rode out of town and, though pursued,

were able to elude the posse and split up the loot.

The fear

of capture was to drive the three from place to place in Utah
and Wyoming during the next few years.

cassidy left the others

and spent the next three years working on various ranches in
Wyoming and Utah.
In 1892 he and another man decided to become horse dealers.
They started a ranch in Wind River country near Lander, Wyoming.
Few of their customers ever noticed that the partners always
sold and never bought.

In the spring of 1893 they sold their

ranch and moved to Lander.

A year later, two law officers

arrested both cassidy and his partner for horse stealing.

On

July 15, 1894, Cassidy entered the Wyoming state prison to
serve a two-year term.

His partner was acquitted.

After a year

and a half Cassidy sought a pardon from the governor.
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Governor

Richards asked if Cassidy would give up rustling.

Butch

declined, stating that if he did he would have to break his
word, as "he was to? deep in to quit the game."

Cassidy did

promise to stay out of Wyoming, and on this promise he was
freed on .January 19, 1896.
He headed for Brown's Hole, located where the states of
Utah, Colorado, and Wyoming meet.

Drown's Hole is completely

surrounded by mountains with entrance by a steep rocky trail.

It

measures approximately thirty miles east to west and is five
miles wide.

Uy 1896 it had become a hideout for rustlers that

preyed on the large herds in the tri-state area.

Butch

Cassidy came to the hole with the firm plan to make a name for
himself as an outlaw.

He chose his associates carefully and

began training them for the operations that he had in mind.
The gang assembled became known as the Wild Bunch for their
devil-may-care attitude and reckless ways.
On August 13, 1896, Cassidy, along with Elza Lay, his chief
lieutenant, and Boo Meeks, a member of the gang, robbed the
Montpelier bank.

Though the posse pursued them, they reached

Drown's Hole and safety.

The take was over $7,000, more than

half of which went to pay the legal costs of Matt Warner, who
had been charged with murder.

Despite some of the best legal

aid money could buy, Warner was convicted and sentenced to five
years in the Utah penitentiary.
and was released in January 1900.
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He served three and a half years

Eight months after the Montpelier bank robbery, the Wild
ilunch conducted their next major exploit.

The Castle Gate pay-

roll robbery made the reputation o:f Cassidy and the Wild Bunch.
The presence o:f several large seams o:f coal in Price Canyon in
north central Utah had created a major industry.

Cy 1897 the

largest coal camp was Castle Gate, just north of Price.

Because

outlaws had been especially active in the area, it was believed
that they would try :for the payroll.

For this reason the miners

were paid on an irregular basis, the arrival of the paymaster
being announced by a series of blasts on the mine whistle.
April 1897 Butch Cassidy rode into town.

In

To most he seemed to

be a crazy cowpuncher who delighted in watching the trains
a.rrive.

For more than a week nothing occurred; then, on April 21,

the payroll arrived.

In a smoothly timed operation, it was

stolen and the outlaws escaped.

Again Cassidy, Lay, and f-teeks

were the major operators, aided by other members of the gang.
Using a relay o:f fresh horses, they headed :for Robber's Roost
in the San Rafael Swell.

Different routes were taken into the

roost to further con:fuse and frustrate pursuers.

Butch reached

the area via Buckhorn Wash, and a ride o:f :fi:fty miles to Sams
Mesa and the hideout.

Elza Lay and one other member of the gang

traveled via Torrey and Hanksville.
The route chosen by Elza Lay went east :from Torrey, past
Bicknell, and followed the-Fremont River to Fruita.
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Here the

riders would turn south for three miles to Grand Wash.

Up

the Wash there was a cabin which, tradition says, was used
by outlaws

occasion~lly.

Continuing along the face of Capitol

Reef, the riders would go down capitol Gorge to the Notom
Ranch on Pleasant Creek and follow the creek to its junction
wi th the Fremont River.

They would continue on to Hanksville

some 25 miles to the east.

The final forty miles from Hanksville

to the Roost is rough and dangerous, as dry lateral canyons
cut the land and the Dirty Devil River, which protects the
western approach to Robber's Roost, can only be crossed in
one place.
Cassidy and his friends remained at the Roost for three
months and then decided to go to town.
Brown's Hole and on into Wyoming.

They rode north to

During the last half of

1897 Cassidy, now a recognized badman, added several more
members to the Wild 3unch from other gangs that had been
broken up by the forces of law and order.
numbered about a half dozen.

The inner circle

Besides Cassidy and Lay, there

was Harry Longabaugh (the Sundance Kid), George Curry, Harvey
Logan, and his brother, Lonny.
time to time.

Even this group changed from

A large number of other badmen and outlaws

drifted in and out of the picture, giving rise to the concept
of a virtual army under Cassidy's control.
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The Wild 3unch, with or without Cassidy, continued operations
in the country between Wyoming and the Mexican border for the
next three years.

By 1900, however, Butch cassidy saw the

handwriting on the wall and made a move to reform and leave
the outlaw trail.

This was prompted in part by the toll that

was being taken by the law--Bob Meeks had lost a leg attempting
to escape, Elza Lay was in prison, and George Curry was dead.
cassidy contacted Judge Orlando W. Powers, one of the top
criminal attorneys in Utah, and asked him to try and secure
a pardon for crimes committed.

When this failed Powers

suggested to the Union Pacific that they forgive Cassidy his
several sucessful train robberies and hire him as an express
guard--a cheap form of .r obbery insurance.

The U. P. was

willing, but failed to meet Cassidy at the time and place
appointed, and the outlaw left.

On August 29, 1900, cassidy,

Harvey Logan, Harry Longabaugh, and two others robbed a Union
Paci£ic train near Tipton, Wyoming.

Butch was back on the

outlaw trail.
Cassidy and the Wild Bunch pulled two more robberies
before leaving the United States.

The first was a bank in

Winnemucca, Nevada, and the other a train robbery near \vagner,
Montana.

Harry Longabaugh was with Butch in both attempts.

Both these robberies plus the Tipton affair were for the sole
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purpose or getting enough money to leave the United States
for South J\merica.

On February 1, 1902, Cassidy, Longabaugh,

and Longabaugh's female companion, Etta Place, met in New York
City.

After three weeks they sailed for Buenos Aires, Argentina.

With the money from these last two holdups they bought a ranch,
some stock, and settled down as legitimate business men.
Four years later they went back on the outlaw trail for
reasons that still are not clear.

Beginning in 1906, Cassidy,

Longabaugh, and Etta Place committed a series of robberies in
Argentina and Bolivia.

Etta disappeared in 1908 and in early

1909, after another robbery, Cassidy and the Sundance Kid
found themselves trapped in an adobe cantina in San Vicente
Bolivia.

After a twelve-hour battle, the Bolivian soldiers

that had surrounded the place advanced and found both Americans
dead.

Cassidy had killed Longabaugh and then himself.
Rumors persisted for many years that Butch Cassidy had not

died in South America.

Even now there are still those who

swear that Butch died in the 1930s somewhere in Wyoming, or
Utah, or Washington.

Cassidy and the Wild Bunch caught the

imagination of the public and many stories have been written
about them, including Zane Grey's Robber's Roost.

In 1969 a

full-length feature picture was produced entitled Hutch Cassidy
and the Sundance Kid.

While they still rode the outlaw trail,
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the Wild Bunch were the maker of legends.

The process has

accelerated in the sixty years since Cassidy's death.
Today it is hard to .pick fiction from fact.

The best work on

Cassidy and the Wild Bunch is by Charles Kelly, The Outlaw
Trail;

A History of ilutch Cassidy and his Wild Bunch, first

published in 1938 and republished in 1959.

The above brief

narrative is based completely on this excellent work.

Kelly

worked long and hard on this book and attempted to sift the
real from the imaginary.

He interviewed many people who knew

dutch Cassidy or other members of the Wild Bunch and searched
the printed sources for clues, but admits quite honestly in
his preface that many of his sources were "not always reliable."
Today the printed sources remain, but the personal sources
have nearly all passed away.

What remains is fact and legend

and often it is hard to tell one from the other.
The connection of Capitol Reef with the story of the Wild
Bunch may fall into this mixture of fact and legend.

Two miles

east of Fruita, Grand Wash cuts through Capitol Reef to join
the Fremont River.

A mile and a half from the mouth a trail.

leaves the floor of Grand Wash and winds upward and around a
promontory to a cabin, now in ruins.

Built of logs with a

dirt roof, the cabin backs against a split rock.
approaching it crosses slick rock.
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The trail

From the promotory that

hides the cabin from view, a man with a rifle could command the
trail.

There was sufficient grazing for the desert hardened

horses used by the outlaws.

Lack of water would make it a

dry camp, not an unusual situation in the arid canyon country
of southern Utah.
This isolated cabin on Grand Wash has been described as a
way station on the Outlaw trail.

Here members of the wild

Bunch or others fleeing the law might spend the night on their
way to or from Hanksville and Robber's Roost, or riding north
toward Wyoming.

Kelly states that the outlaws built the cabin

for overnight stops.2
unknown.

Whether Butch Cassidy stayed there is

Elza Lay and his companion might have used the cabin

after the Castle Gate holdup.

Since there was no guest register,

and investigation of lone riders staying in the cabin was not
conducive to one's good health, the names of its occupants must
be left to supposition fed by legend and folklore.
But if it was not a overnight stop for members of the Wild
Bunch, what else could explain its existence?

Cattle and sheep

2. Kelly, Outlaw Trail, p. 143.
In an interview with
Charles Kelly on May 26, 1969, in Salt Lake City, he noted
that this information had come from Cass Mulford. Kelly admitted
that Cass was not too reliable and described him as "a natural
born horsetrader" and "professional story teller that liked
to fill the dudes with stories."
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were driven through the reef, but graze was sparse and herds
would not stay overnight in the canyons.
mining could explain the cabin.

Neither farming nor

One other possibility exists.

In 1882 the Edmunds Act was passed outlawing polygyny.
authorities began the active pursuit of pOlygamists.
families fled to isolated areas to avoid arrest.

Federal
Many

It is possible

that the cabin was used as a hideout by polygamists when
Federal marshals came hunting "cohabs.,,3
Whether the cabin existed to house outlaws or those guilty
of cohabitation or both can not be definitely determined.
Local opinion is that it served Butch Cassidy and his Wild
Bunch.

One of the approaches to Robber's Roost did pass along

the cliffs of Capitol Reef and through Capitol Gorge.

A

cabin in Grand Wash would have served riders on the trail very
well.

Today the cabin, burned by vandals, is in ruins.

story is buried in the past.

Its

And the floor and charred timbers

of Grand Wash Dugout are buried beneath its dirt roof.

3 0 Cohab Canyon near Fruita was also used as a refuge
by Mormons.
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Chapter 5
Some Other Historic Sites in capitol Reef
National Monument

On January 20, ,1969, President Lyndon B. Johnson, in one
of his last official acts, added 384,500 acres to the National
Park System.

Capitol Heef National Monument was expanded from

39,000 to 265,000 acres by this proclamation.

Within the

proposed boundaries are several sites of historic interest.

A

brief survey of some of these sites is given below.
Ten miles south of the Capitol Reef Visitor Center is the
Sleeping Rainbow Guest Ranch.

Located on Pleasant Creek, it

provides those who stay there a spectacular view of the towering
cliffs that make up a part of Capitol Heef.

Soon after passing

the guest ranch, Pleasant Creek plunges through the reef and
Waterpocket Fold to emerge on the east side and join the Fremont
River.

The first settlers on the land occupied by the Sleeping

Rainbow Guest Ranch was Ephraim K. Hanks and his family.
Ephraim Hanks has a prominent place in Mormon history.
qorn in 1826, he served as a sailor on the U.S.S. Columbus
from 1842 to 1845.

Soon after his return to his home in Ohio,

he joined the Mormon Church.

When Brigham Young called for

volunteers to serve in the Mormon ilattalion, Hanks joined and
marched with the battalion from Missouri through the Southwest to San
Diego.

From there he returned to Salt Lake City on July 29, 1847.
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From 1849 to 1856 he carried the mail from Salt Lake City to
the settlements on the Missouri, making the trip more than

so times.

As the winter of 1856 approached, the Mormon

leadership in Salt Lake realized that many of the handcart
pioneers were caught in the high mountain passes by heavy
snows.

E. K. Hanks was one of those who labored valiantly

to save them.
for the Church.

From 1857 to 1860 he was active in various endeavors
In 1860 Hanks settled down to farming and for

the next 17 years lived in the region between Salt Lake and
Provo. 1
In 1877 President Brigham Young asked E. K. Hanks to leave
his ranch in Parley's Park and go down to operate Lee's Ferry
on the Colorado River.

Hanks and his third wife, Thisbe Reed

Hanks 2 , were expecting the birth of a child, their seventh or
eighth. 3

On August 14, Ray Elijah Hanks was born; on the 29th

ilrigham Young, President of the Church, died.
the Hanks family started south for Lee's Ferry.

In early September
Upon the advice

1. Solomon F. Kimball, "A King of \\]estern Scouts," Improvement Era, 18, (1914-15), pp. 103-11, 209-17, and 316-25.
2. Hanks was also married to Harriet Little and Jane
Capener.
In the late l870s he had "divorced" them in favor of
Thisbe. Ephraim continued to support the children of his
first two wives as well as the wives themselves.
3. He had married Thisbe Reed in 1862 when she was almost
17 years old.
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of John Taylor, soon to be elected church president, they
wintered i n Burrville.

In the spring of 1878 Hanks learned

that the Mormon Church had decided against taking over the
Ferry as a church operation. 4
Ephraim and his family remained at Rurrville for four
years.

He tried his hand at several different occupations

with varying degrees of success, but the cold climate and the
7,OOO-foot altitude did not agree with Thisbe.

The winter of

1881-82 was harsh and many of their cattle froze or starved

to death.

In May 1882, Ephraim

~nd

his sons, Walter and Alva,

went south and east to some land Ephraim had found on Pleasant
Creek near Capitol Reef.
Burrville.

They planted crops and returned to

During early August the family moved to this new

home 11 miles southeast of Fruita on Pleasant Creek.

The tenth

child had arrived three months earlier.
The homestead was in a box canyon with walls rising more
than a thousand feet and the sparkling Pleasant Creek flowing
past.

Their first home was a dugout built into the side of a

4. Sidney A. Hanks, The Tempered Wind (Salt Lake, 1956)
pp. 107-110.
S.
Ibid., p. 120. Teton and Golden Jackman, Descendants
of Ephraim Knowlton Hanks and his Wives (Provo, 1959), p. 305.
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bluff with one room 15 or 16 feet square.

In the fall of

1882 a second room of logs was added to the dugout. 6
a few years a five-room frame house had been built.

Within
Adobe

brick was placed between the studs and the interior plastered.
The home was warm in the winter and cool in the summer.
view from its wide front porch was magnificent. 7

The

Pleasant

Creek was dammed to provide water and Hanks set out 200 fruit
trees.

When the trees blossomed, the aroma was overwhelming,

and Mrs. Hanks gave t .he area a new name--Floral Ranch.

Hanks

hoped the the area would develop into a community, but this
never came to pass.

The rich productive soil proved to be

fine for raising not only fruit, but nearly every other thing
needed for life except wheat. 8

During the years that followed,

two more children were born to Ephraim and Thisbe Hanks.

Their

home was a hospitable place where both those pursued for the
crime of cohabitation and their pursuers found a hospitable
welcome at different times. 9

6. Sidney Hanks, The Tempered Wind, pp. 121-123; Sidney
and Ephraim K. Hanks, Scouting for the Mormons on the Great
Frontier (Salt Lake, 1948), p. 228.
7. S. and E. K. Hanks, Scouting for the Mormons, p. 256.
8.
Ibid, p. 228; Hanks, The Tempered Wind, p. 126.
9.
In Chapters 17 to 21 of Sidney and Ephraim I~nks, Scouting
for the Mormons on the Great Frontier, there is a wealth of material
on life at Pleasant Creek or Floral Ranch during the last two
decades of the century.
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In August 1893, Ephraim K. Hanks was made a patriarch of
the Wayne Stake and he served as a counselor to Bishop Giles
for the next three ,years.

Hanks died on June 9, 1896, and

was buried at caineville, 18 miles from the ranch.
walter was serving as bishop there.

His son

Thisbe Reed Hanks lived

seven more years and died on July 23, 1903.

During the last

few years she spent her winters at caineville and her summers
at Floral Ranch. lO
The property passed out of the Hanks Family and is presently
owned by Lurt Knee.

The frame

burned down about 1945. 11
with the family remain.

h~use

built by Ephraim Hanks was

None of the buildings associated

The site of the ,cabin below the hill

and next to the creek is still known and a few of the original
fruit trees may have survived.

The high cliffs remain, but

Pleasant Creek is no longer the clear stream that flowed through
the land when Ephraim Hanks came there 87 years ago.
Capitol !lee!, Cathedral Valley, and the Waterpocket Fold
are all part of the land described as "the emptiest part of
America."

Except where canyons widen and a stream provides

water, or where man has found the precious liquid beneath the

10. Hanks, The Tempered Wind, pp. 142-43 and 146; Jackman,
Descendants ox Ephraim K. Hanks and his Wives, p. 305.
11. Personal Interview with Charles Kelly, Salt Lake City,
May 26, 1969.
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soil, the region is a hostile and empty place.
sma 11

and isolated oases.

Settlements are

Man's movement across the landscape

has left few marks , . and even these soon disappear in the vastness that is the reef and rim country.

A few trails, the

evidence of a search for mineral wealth, and deserted or
destroyed cabins are the miniscule marks of man's impact on
the land.
Three major trails cross through the area encompassed by
the expanded boundaries of Capitol Reef.

Cattle grazing in the

region of Grand Gulch or Bullfrog Creek and south of Swap Mesa
would be moved north up Halls Creek, past the mouth of Divide
Canyon and down Sandy Creek to the Fremont River, or down
Sandy Creek, across to Pleasant Creek and along it to the
Fremont.

Cattle in the area south of Swap Mesa might also be

driven west toward the southern slopes of Boulder Mountain.
The Burr or Buhr Trail, the second of the major trails within
the expanded Capitol Reef National Monument, was used for 'th is
purpose.

The trail moves up Burr Canyon, crossing the Water-

pocket Fold in Section 16 of T34SR8E, and moves west and north
around the Studhorse Peaks and over t4Jhite Canyon Flat.

During

the uranium boom of the 1950s the 3urr Trail was made passable
for autos and used as a connecting road between Boulder, Utah,
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and the prospect area along the Waterpocket Fold and Circle
offs. 12

Cl~

The third and most historic of the trails through

the newly acquired area is Hall's Crossing Road or Trail,
which is connected with the story of the San Juan Mission of
the Mormons between 1877 and 1884.
By 1877 colonization had been pushed vigorously in all
parts of Utah except that portion south and east of the Colorado
River.

Here no settlement existed in 1877.

approaching this vast area.
ranges.

!Jut non-r.-Jormons were

Cattlemen were moving onto the

Farmers were settling in the open valley of the San

Juan in northwestern New Mexico.

Prospectors were beginning

to be interested in its mineral possibilities.

A call was

issued to fill the San Juan Mission in December 1878 and May
1879.

A exploring party during mid-1879 picked the mouth of

Montezuma Creek, on the north side of the San Juan River, as
the most likely place for a colony.
In October and November 1879 a colonizing expedition
assembled at a spring 40 miles southeast of Escalante.

Here

it was learned that the country ahead was split by the great

12. C. Gregory Crampton, "Report on the History and Historic
Sites of Southeastern Utah and Parts of Northern Arizona," MSS,
August 1964, pp. 49-51. The trails are clearly marked on the '
current United States Geological Survey Maps. The Burr trail is
shown as a dirt road going west from Utah Highway 95 to Boulder.
There is also a road shown going up Sandy Creek from Notom and
down Halls Creek, then turning east to join Utah 95 twenty miles
above Bullfrog Marina in Glen Canyon National Recreation Area.
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gorge of Glen Canyon.
settlements.

Early snows blocked their return to the

After some debate, the pioneer band of 550 men,

women, and children. determined to push ahead.

In 83 wagons,

with more than a thousand head of stock, they crossed 200
miles of country where no wagons had ever been before.

For

most of this distance they built their own roads, often
through solid rock.

In April 1880, after six months, they

reached the San Juan River below Montezuma Creek and founded
the town of Bluff. 13
For a year the road carved

~y

the emigrants was the only

connection between Hluff and the communities on the "outside."
Escalante, the nearest town, was 200 miles distant.

This route

was one of the roughest, longest roads in tbe West.

By the end

of 1881 it had Deen replaced by a new road across the Colorado
at Hall's Crossing, 35 miles upstream from Hole-in-the-Rock.
From Escalante, the Hall's Crossing Road went down Harris Wash
and crossed the Escalante River.

The trail continued up Silver

Falls Creek, turned east in Section 1 of T35SR7E, passed south

13. This is one of the more remarkable treks in \aJestern
American history. The most spectacular and dramatic place that
these hardy pioneers passed through was Hole-in-the-Rock. The
M:>rrnons enlarged a narrow crack in the canyon rim above the Colorado River and just south of the mouth of the Escalante River.
They then built a road and drove their wagons down to the river
over a slope that averaged 25 per cent and at some places was a
45 per cent grade.
David Miller in his book, Hole-in-the-Rock:
An Epic in the Colonization of the Great American West (Salt Lake,
1959), describes the historic trek.
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of \vago n

nox Mesa, and crossed the headwaters of Moody Creek. 14

ad turns southeastward and then winds north again. Reaching
The ro
the divide between ,t he Escalante drainage and that of Hall's
Creek the trail drops a thousand feet in two miles to the floor
of Muley Twist Canyon, follows Muley Twist Creek down to Hall's
Creek, goes south past Muley Tanks, and down Hall's Creek to the
Colorado River at Hall's Crossing. IS

It joined the original

road near Clay Hills.
Both roads to Bluff were incredibly rough, and after 1884
most through traffic ceased on them.

Travelers preferred to take

the route via the Fremont River settlements to the Green River
crossing and then turn south, or they could take the train from
Salt Lake to Green River.

The Hole-in-the-Rock and Hall's

Crossing routes were used during the Glen Canyon Gold Rush of
1883 and by Navajos, Utes, and Piutes on trading expeditions to

Escalante.

Today portions of Hall's Crossing route can be driven

by a jeep or light truck.
foot or horseback.

Other parts are accessible only by

Ha 11' s Crossing has been inundated by

Lake Powe 11.

14.
It enters the park just after it crosses Moody Creek.
The trail is shown on the map accompanying this report.
15. The road leaves the park about l~ miles south of
Fountain Tanks. For more than 16 miles the trail is within the
park, traversing elevations varying from 6,600 feet south of
Wagon Box Mesa to 4,300 feet near Fountain Tanks.
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sources of mineral wealth along the Waterpocket Fold were
scarce during the nineteenth century.
gold or silver

migh~

Here and there a little
After

be found, but there were no bonanzas.

the second World War there was a change.

Uranium prospectors

blanketed the area in search of that elusive radioactive
material.

H. L. Hunt, oil man and owner of Hunt's Foods,

drilled extensively in the Circle Cliffs area, searching for
.

uran~um

. th ou t success. 16

w~

Some evidence of this fevered

search remains, but nature and nearly two decades have hidden
most of it.
The emptiness and the vastness of the land along the
Waterpocket Fold has to be seen to be fully appreciated.

Some

small sense of this can be gained from studying detailed maps of
the area.

Except for the settlements near watenvays or wells,

there are few of the symbols that indicate man's presence now
or in the past.

One such symbol is The Post in the S~~ of

Section 24 T34S R8E.

From Notom on Pleasant Creek, a dirt road

runs south along the east face of the \vaterpocket Fold.

After

31~ miles it turns east toward the Colorado River and California

ilar.

Near the point where the road turns east is The Post.

name comes from a large tree that travelers would tie their
horses to.

16.

In time the tree died, leaving only the trunk.

Charles Kelly, personal interview, May 26, 1969.
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The

In the ve rbal shorthand of the region the site became known
as The Post.

There was a little spring and a one-room cabin

which was used by travelers along the trail or road. l7

One

man, noW an employee at Capitol Reef, s topped there once with
his partner to spend the night.

He fired up the small stove

and prepared biscuits for their evening meal.

\'Yhen he went to

place them in the oven a singed skunk jumped out and the
)iscuits were forgotten momentarily. IS

The cabin has since

burned down and there are only the ruins to mark the site
of this single small habitation in the immense country that
stretches along the Waterpocket Fold.
The area added to Capitol Reef by Presidential proclamation
and the land wi thin the former boundar ies of the f\1onument is an
empty land.

To the east a desert falls away from the high cliffs

and pinnacles, desert above 4,000 feet that receives less than

ox

six inches

rain each year.

To the west, the high plateaus are

crowned with forests of pine and oak.

These island of vegetation

are accessible in only a few places where the cliffs and reefs
are broken by canyons that lead upwards.

It took eons for the

land to be created, cut, chiseled and eroded to its present form.

On it the mark of man and human history is an imperceptible
scratch.

Today much of it remains in solitude as it has since

time began.

17.
18.

Ibid.
Ibid.
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PLATE 1
Northern Half of Proposed Extension,
Capitol Reef National Monument

This map shows the present area of Capitol Reef National
Monument and a portion of the proposed area.

The route .of Utah

Highway 24 is shown as it appeared when it followed the pioneer
trail through Capitol Gorge.

The new highway, opened in 1962,

goes down the Fremont River from Fruita to the junction of
Sandy Creek and the river.

The topographic lines and elevations

were selected to show the rugged aspects of the land along the
Waterpocket Fold.

Plate III contains a map of the Fruita area.

This outline is based on United States Geological Survey
quadrangle maps (15 minute series):
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PLATE 2
Southern Half of Proposed Extension,
Capitol Reef National Monument

South of the Bitter Creek Divide, the proposed boundary
encompasses the Waterpocket Fold.
park is shown approximately.

The southern terminus of the

Note the route of the Burr Trail and

Hall's Crossing Road through the proposed area.

Topography and

elevation has "been shown at a few points to point out the rugged
nature of the region and the wide variance in attitudes within
the park boundaries.
This outline map is based on four United States Geological
Survey quadrangles (15 minute series):
Pennell, Moody Creek, and Hall l\1esa.
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PLATE 3
H~stofic

The Fruita
importanc~.
quadran91~s

lSW.
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Thi~

Base Map, Fruita Area
contains several sites of historic

map is based on parts of two U.S.G.S.

of the 7.5 minute series:

Botq maps were published in 1952.
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PLATE 4

Front Steps leading to the former residence of
William and Dicey Chesnut.
Clarance Chesnut, their son, stated that the house stood
between in the two trees in the center of the picture.
torn down in the mid 1960s.

It was

The homestead cabin of Niels

Johnson was located thirty feet to the right and rear of the
Chesnut house.

-

PLATE 5

The two entrances of the Oyler Mine
as seen from across Grand Wash.
Entering the tunnel on the right you go back twenty
or thirty feet.

A side tunnel takes you over to the tunnel

on the left and the other entrance.
the mine entrances.

Not~

the talus slope above

The various layers of sandstone are

clearly shown in this photograph.

PLATS 6

Another View of the Oyler Mine
In the second photograph of the entrances to the Oyler
Mine you can see the high desert vegetation and rugged terrain that
characterizes the area at the foot of Capitol Reef and the Waterpocket Fold.
mine.

Note the support timber beside the left entrance to the

Plate 7
Rock Structures near Oyler Mine
These two rock structures are located across Grand
Wash from the Oyler Tunnel.

Looking north from the road going

down Grand Wash the larger stone ruin is on the left and the
smaller less carefully constructed one on the right.
exact use of each of these ruins is not known.

The

The best

guess is that one was an uncompleted house and the other,
probably the smaller one, was a corral or pen for horses.
The larger ruin can be seen in the background or the
second photo.

PLATE 8

The Lime Kiln

The Lime Kiln is located .3 of a mile south of the site of
the William Chesnut house on the right side of the road.

The

large rock in front of the opening was placed there to prevent entrance
by visitors.

Similar precautions have been taken for the chimney

opening in the top of the small hill.

•

-.

PLATE 9

Rock Work at Front of Lime Kiln
These two photographs show some of the rock work
around the entrance to the kiln.

Note the two large rocks

that form the top of the opening into the kiln.

The stone-

work to the left of the entrance is shown in the second
picture.

PLATE 10
Fruita School
Sitting at the root of a large talus slope the
Fruita School house was built in the late 1890s and served
the small town or Fruita until 1941 when the school closed.
Restored by the National Park Service it will be rerurnished
as it was during the 1920s.

•

PLATE 11

Bebunin Cabin on Fremont River
This house built by Elijah Cutler Behunin is in the gorge of the
Fremont River below Fruita and within fi£ty £eet of new Utah Highway 24.
Behunin was responsible for opening the route through Capitol Gorge
in 1884 that remained the main route between Fruita and Hanksville
until the completion of the present highway in 1962.
closed to traffic because of the danger
a hiking trail.

o~

It was then

flash floods and is now
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PLATB 12

E. K. Hanks Home on Pleasant Creek
This photograph was copied from Sidney Hanks' book The Tempered Wind,
page 125.

It shows the home built by Ephraim Hanks on Pleasant Creek.

Cbarles Kelly, first Superintendent of Capitol Reef, identified it as
the Hanks place in an interview with the author.

The site is now owned

by Lurt knee who operates a guest ranch on the Hanks homestead.
building was torn down during the 19405.

The

PLATE 13

Alma Chesnut House and Barn
The first view shows the Alma Chesnut house as it
appeared in 1950 before its historic appearance had been
altered.

This was the home of the custodian/superintendent

of Capitol Reef in the 1940s.

The barn and shed on the

Chesnut property are as they looked in 1941.

These two

structures have since been torn down and a modern maintenance
shed put there.

Both these photographs and the ones that

follow are from the files of Capitol Reef National Monument.

PLATE 14
Two Other Views of Chesnut Property
Another view of the Alma Chesnut house showing the
well in the foreground.

Cbarles Kelly, custodian and first

superintendent, took this photograph in the Spring 1948.
The second view is of the truck garden and orchards northwest
of the main house in April 1941.

PLATE 15
Modification of The Chesnut House
The Alma Chesnut house after the National Park Service
refurbished it and added an addition containing a living room
and bathroom to the house in 1951-52.

PLATE 16
Present Appearance Alma Chesnut House
Two photographs taken in the spring of 1961 show the
house as it looks at present.

It is now being used as

park housing by a member of the staff at Capitol Reef
National Monument.
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